SAINT CLOCHE PRESENTS

A Day in the Country
A Group Show
Celebrating the landscape outside our busy urban hubs, and a world that moves at a slower pace
Ali Wood, Jamieson Lawrance, Drew Truslove & Adriana Christianson
Wednesday 4th November - Sunday 22nd November, 2015

ALI WOOD
Ali Wood is widely celebrated for her evocative Australian landscapes, which perfectly manage to capture the misty mornings, or sun dappled afternoons in ways that make you feel like you
have been there before. Ali finds constant inspiration in the landscape surrounding her farm in Braidwood, in the Southern Tablelands as the seasons wax and wane – and she captures this
acutely in her colourful works.
Ali has been featured in Country Style magazine, and her landscape work has graced the cover of Art/Edit magazine. Her work has been a sold out success in 2 earlier shows at Saint Cloche:
Art/Vert and Fleurt.
www.aliwoodart.com

Silent Morning

Remains of the day

Day in May

oil on linen 100cm x 100cm

oil on linen 76cm x 76cmm

oil on linen 90cm x 120cmm

$2100

$1140

$2220

Such is Silence
oil on linen 60cm x 60cmm
$970

Time will tell

Beyond time

oil on linen 51cmx61cm

oil on canvas 51cmx60cm

$850

$ 850

ALI WOOD

Will never be old

By And By

By And Large

Oil on canvas 30cm x 30cm

Oil on Canvas 30cm x 30cm

Oil on canvas 30cm x 30cm

$590

$590

$590

Blue Against September

Afternoon Shadows

One Memory

Oil on linen 101cm x 101cm

Oil on canvas 30cm x 30cm

Oil on canvas 30cm x 30cm

$2100

$590

$590

Down a Country Lane

Not Quite Now

Not Quite Then

Somewhere

Oil on Canvas 60cm x 60cm

Oil on Canvas 30cm x30cm

Oil on Canvas 30cm x30cm

Oil on Canvas 30cm x30cm

$970

$590

$590

$590

ALI WOOD

All Quiet Now
Oil on Linen 101cm x 101cm
$2100

Autumn Breaks

Silent for Now

Shadows at the clearing

Oil on linen 61cm x 61cm

Oil on Linen 61cm x 61cm

Oil on Linen 53cm x 63cm

$970

$970

$850

ADRIANA CHRISTIANSON
The inspiration for my work comes from the beauty and intricacies of floral wallpapers and fabrics of the 1800's, especially William Morris and Liberty, also the blue and white
Willow pattern dinnerware, which I obsessively collect .
During a recent trip to Tasmania I collected several stoneware bottles from the 19th and 20th century, Made in Portugal primarily for Port , they are beautiful full bellied
functional wares which would have been quite commonplace alongside the utilitarian kitchen wares made and imported from England. These have inspired my stoneware
'Blue Bird' series, which is also a reflection of my obsession with blue and white and the love of handmade studio pottery for the everyday.
http://adrianachristianson.com.au/

ALL PIECES ARE HAND MADE ON A POTTERS WHEEL, DECORATED BY HAND WITH COBALT
OXIDE, GAS FIRED TO STONEWARE 1300c ,WITH A CELADON GLAZE .

AC001 Platter
$550

AC002 Platter
$550

AC008 Low Bowl
$220

AC003 Platter
$550

AC009 Wreath Vase
$200

AC004 Large Bowl
$400

AC010 Wreath Vase
$200

AC005 Mixing Bowl
$300

AC011 Large Vase
$380

AC006 Mixing Bowl
$300

AC012 Small Round Vase
$300

AC007 Medium Bowl
$340

AC013 Small Round Vase
$300

ADRIANA CHRISTIANSON

AC014 Tall Pourer
$300

AC020 Short Jug/Pitcher
$280

AC015 Triple Handle Pourer
$330

AC021 Wide Vase
$380

AC016 Pourer with Handle
$240

AC022 Small Cup
$65

AC017 Wide Pourer with Handle
$240

AC023 Small Cup
$65

AC018 Large Jug/Pitcher
$380

AC024 Small Cup
$65

AC019 Large Jug/Pitcher
$380

AC025 Small Cup
$65

DREW TRUSLOVE
Drew Truslove first exhibited his work at Saint Cloche in January 2015, and his cow portraits were a clear favourite with all gallery visitors for that show. Drew’s skill with pen
and ink, and his technique of single line free form drawing capture a certain vulnerable, pensive personality in his subjects.
“I've been drawing for as long as I can remember, and using pen and ink allows me a defined, unbroken line on the page. It opens up a lot of possibilities with varied subjects, in
this case Friesian cows from the Jamberoo Valley. For me, cows are extremely graceful and composed, yet humorously ungainly and filled with counterintuitive angles. They
seem very pensive and vulnerable while still being happy to pose while you sketch. They don't judge.” - Drew Truelove
https://instagram.com/drewdrewathing/

Up in your business
41cm x 47cm
ink on Cartridge paper

Dairy Twins
45cm x 43cm
ink on Cotton paper

The Grazing Ms 379
48cm x 52cm
ink on Cotton paper

Mother and calf
51cm x 50cm
ink on Cotton paper

$750

$750

$750

$750

DREW TRUSLOVE

Just You and Me
46cm x 57cm
ink on Cotton paper

Stretching Calf
97cm x 72cm
ink on Cotton paper

$800

$1800

Sunset field
36cm x 35cm
ink on Cartridge paper

Sunset Mother and calf
44cm x 35cm
ink on Cartridge paper

$700

$700

Jamieson Lawrance
This year being the Chinese astrological year of the goat and I also born in this year, I made a decision to acknowledge this. Invited into this Show 'A Day in the Country' I sat
at the farm, to study two particular goats - Lana and Leaf. These goats are quite still and serene as life goes on around them. I began to notice the forms and freedom of the
free range chickens dancing around them and became fascinated with their shapes , colour and particularly the dispersion of their free range life . I began to study their
expressions, personalities, as they passed by the goats, while contemplating 'A Day in the Country ' . By interacting with these animals I became aware of the happiness of
free range life as a farm animal . I became the still goat as I watched the life of the free range chooks, fascinated by the dispersion of the forms as they moved around in their
daily life getting ready to lay eggs at night.
http://www.jamiesonartist.com.au/

Rock Chooks Free Range
1 to 6 oil paint on Canvas
Framed 42x42cm
$800.00

Rock Chooks Free Range
1 to 4 oil paint on Canvas
Framed 31 x 26 cm
$480.00

Jamieson Lawrance

Rock Chooks Free Range
Red, green, black,white,yellow
1 & 2 oil paint on Canvas
Framed 42x42cm 4 canvas panels

The Sky Is Falling Chicken Little
Oil 12 canvas panels
Framed 53 x53cm

White Noise in the Hen House
Oil 12 canvas panels
Framed 53 x53cm

$1485

$1485

$800.00

Rock Chooks Night Raﬄe
Framed 20.5 x 15.4cm 4 panels
No1, 2, 3
$880.00

Little Fat Goats
Oil on Canvas
10 x10cm
No 1 to 6
$165.00

